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Considering the CloudTalk Pro Telephony Solution - How to Prepare for
Installation??

When considering the CloudTalk Pro System all devices are connected by way of Ethernet.
 Ethernet is the type of cabling that your computer uses to communicate with your local area
network and the Internet.  The new CloudTalk Pro desktop telephone can be directly connected to
an Ethernet port on your wall, or can act as a 2 port Ethernet switch and can get connected
through your computer's connection.  If you do not have an available Ethernet port nor a computer
where your new CloudTalk Pro telephone will be located a new Ethernet cable will need to be
installed.

The CloudTalk Pro desktop phone does require AC power.  The desktop phone can receive this by
way of an AC outlet that you would provide (within 6FT of where the telephone will be located) or
the desktop telephone can be powered by way of POE.  POE (Power Over Ethernet) is a technology
that requires special Ethernet networking switches that have the POE technology built into them.  If
you currently have POE compatible switches then the new CloudTalk Pro telephone will use this and
no AC outlet will be required.  If your location does not have POE compatible switches, it is easy for
Velocita Technology to upgrade your switch gear with models that does support the POE
technology.

To use the CloudTalk Pro system your location will require an Internet connection worthy of VOIP
technology.  A fast Internet connection is required with both adequate upload as well as download
speeds.  How fast of an Internet connection is required?  This will depend on how many telephones
you will have and how many simultaneous calls you will be desiring to support.  If you have
Comcast with at least a 50MB download and 10mb upload speeds you should have no problems
with even a large number of phones and users surfing the Internet at the same time.  If you have
AT&T Uverse with download and upload speeds similar to the Comcast speeds stated you should
also be ok, however if you have AT&T DSL a site survey will need to be performed to see if your
location qualifies for a VOIP business class phone system .. your connection just might not be fast
enough.

Also when considering your Internet connection, you might want to consider having 2 Internet
connections.  In the event that you primary Internet connection is down your backup Internet
connection can automatically take over and your phones will connect using this backup connection.

In most cases a business class router that supports QOS and does not have SIP ALG enabled is
required.  If your current location does have a business class router and evaluation will need to be
performed to verify its compatibility with a VOIP business class phone system.  If you do not have a
business class router currently you may be required to purchase one for a VOIP business class
phone system to operate properly.


